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New hard rock music band

Another decade has arrived, and with another round of speculation about a song that will impress in the next ten years. If we have to defend our own bets on the most streamed artists of 2019 - items that Ed Sheeran and Ariana Grande dominate by pop music and cities – we may have to accept that rock'n'roll is... well, maybe, but of course, shows like this
just tell a part of the story, and of course they don't fully account for the world with so many different listeners with completely different listening habits and levels of engagement. It doesn't look shabby. These people are part of a new wave of groups and artists who play first-rate rock (of different shades) and we think they have a good chance to tap into the
zeitgeist in the next decade, with the likes of The Struts and Greta Van Fleet obviously the path, and the huge wagons that prove that the following great and passionate grassroots music can get you the top 20 albums - the resurrection is underway. Dirty Honey (Photo credit: Dirty Honey)This LA-based group plays New old-fashioned stone 'n'roll; Think of
Beefier Black Crowes at the front with the love of Axl Rose and Steven Tyler, and you're in the right playground. In their two years as a band, they opened to Guns N' Roses, The Who and Slash and became the first unsigned band to chart billboard's mainstream rock music - with aces when I left, their self-titled EP was full of retro but fresh belts like this, and
this year they planned to come to this side of the pool, so watch this space. Spotify Thailand YouTubeJohn (TimesTwo)(Photo credit: Save the pet care) If you like the clever and infectious racket of Idles - but also like your metal on the roaring, doomy side - you're going to have to go to the top of the list. You will love this couple from Crystal Palace, London.
Called literally because they consist of two men named John, their own descriptions (four arms, four legs, two metal and plastic rogues) give a good idea about the bullshit-free rawness at work here, but it doesn't really do justice to the mix of classic punk, As well as the distorted title track 'Body Lined Up' it's chilling in a good way Facebook Page | Well,
Bristol is his favourite singer right now. Listening to her soul, American Roots launched a walk-through fire (which has seen her scoop up four Grammy nominations, and went on tour with Greta Van Fleet). It's not easy getting there. Growing up, being banned from Her song ends with a homeless man on the streets of London. However, this didn't stop her
launching a music writing career, joining Massive Attack briefly and fronting the great Phantom limbs before going solo. Expect the spine to be squealing, screaming, stepping iron and zombies with modern twists and, more importantly, spectacular music. Facebook | YouTubeThe Glorious Sons (photo credit: Gavin Smith), we want to include these Canadians
after seeing them at London's Scala last year. The kind of provocation threatens to derail without really doing so, frontman Brett Emmons, sweet and soft,offstage, dashes himself across the stage and into the front row like a young Axl Rose. Crossbred with Kurt Cobain. The majority of young crowds chanted along the choruses as if they were a stadium
classic, and they didn't even make headlines. This is the type of crap that should be matched with the steps and customers currently monopolised by the Coldplays of this world, Facebook, Facebook, Spotify | The duo sisters are from Georgia, but based in Nashville, Meghan's sister plays dobro and iron scoop Rebecca singing and playing guitar (she also
happens to be Tyler Bryant; yes, as in 'The Shakedown'), they come from a classic and folk background, but together they play amp-up fusion of Delta Blues and Dirty Garage Rock'n'roll. Spotify Thailand YouTube Underground Bandit (Photo credit: Underground Bandit) Since the collapse of former band Silvertide, guitarist/songwriter/producer Nick Perry has
kept busy. You'll find plenty of black keys and rival sons here (as well as your classic led Zeppelins, Deep Purples, etc.), all perked with trucks of attitude and a pale blue lead guitar, but delicious. Perry also played with Shinedown, Perry Farrell and Matt Sorum, so he clearly knows what he's doing. But the underground bandit felt like a project that took
everything he learned and packed into a highly luminous and ambitious project, which was his own project. Spotify Thailand YouTube The Fallen State(Image credit: declining state)This fivesome is flying the flag for the UK-grown NWOCR (a new wave of classic rock), but their publication may soon be far more global. After opening up for the likes of
Halestorm, Tremonti, Cherry Black Stone and 3 Doors Down (as well as the rising stage of the Ramblin Man Fair), they have developed a modern, heavy and heavy rock sound that makes a lot of sense in the arena. - Without sacrificing warmth. If you enjoy Alter Bridge, Shinedown, BSC and more, you'll love these people, Facebook, Spotify | YouTube
WolfJoyous (Photo credit: Jimmy Fontaine) More classic rock grade weapons 'n'roll From the West Coast now – this time from Orange County, Southern California. Signed on the Roadrunner record, Joyous Wolf Cherry chooses from the best bits of 70s and 90s stone and blue metal (Creedence, Soundgarden, Led Zeppelin...) and mixes it with its own
charisma and confidence, powered by fireball frontman Nick Reese. They popped up on our radar last year with a dirty and fuzzy single Weep Stomp, as well as a wonderful cover of the Mississippi Queen of the Mountains before upcoming their game with the latest EP Place In Time.Facebook | If you're new to them, the main thing to know is that The Hu
blends the traditional music of their homeland (complete with horse-headed softdle and Mongolian neck singing) with western rock/metal feel. Well, it already exists - it's a youtube success, such a huge global tour and the latest inclusion in the video game Star Wars Featured Facebook | Obviously, this is not the only reason our eyes are attracted to this
partner from Ozawa, Ontario, but you can't talk about it. Beyond that Crown Lands makes a sort of vulgar sound, the Zeppelin soundtrack could be made if they jammed with Rush and Jack White (they had previously white support). It's not your standard guitar/singer n' drummer, either. Cody Bowles plays drums and sings while guitarist Kevin Comeau plays
keyboards with his feet, and with a keen eye for stylish videos and shooting ideas to boot, they're springboarding from the sounds set by the likes of Rival Sons and Wolfmother.Catch 'em at this year's Ramblin' Man Fair, Spotify. Spotify Thailand YouTubeThose Damn Crows (Photo credit: Earache Notes)Welsh Firebrands have upped their game on their
new album Point of No Return (set for release in February 2020), bringing in Colin Richardson (a bullet for My Valentine, Head Machine, Factory afraid, Sepultura) and Andy Sneap (Judas Priest, To perform the production duties and polish the music to professionals, the influential NWOCR Facebook group has voted Damn Crows as the best live band of
2019, and you can see why: choruses. Huge urgency in racing that has earned Foo Fighters a career and in singer Shane Greenhall, a fascinating mix of clout and charisma on Facebook | Spend a lot of time in 2017 gathering new fans as a special. Blackberry Smoke, a band that knows a thing or two about choosing a good support act. So when they ended
up in London late last year to headline The Hoxton Ensemble, the band had an audience already ready and willing to party and party, they certainly did, with the fun of ZZ Top allied with some monster riffs and mischievous lines in a funny patter (thanks for buying tickets - we'll spend all the money on drugs!). It's one of those shows where you just know you're
seeing a band that's going to play a much bigger place. Spotify Thailand YouTubeBriston Maroney (Photo credit: Lexie_Alley)Briston Maroney's CV so far may not be unusual for the upcoming rock rollers - he was a semi-finalist in American Idol at the age of 16 and went to the front of the bluegrass acting Subtle – Clutch, but his output ranging from the
screaming potential of three EPs in him to write beautiful alt-rock songs and grow up with modern pop sounds (Taylor Swift loves him, obviously). He had been through therapy before he was old enough to drink and move around. United Before settling in Nashville and his music reflects a life taken in more than usual for someone in such a tender year. Style-
wise, it's all set somewhere between Big Star, Neil Young and the more susceptible end of the transition, but Briston is a great talent in his own right, and those of streaming figures Spotify suggest that people are cottoning on to Facebook . YouTube's Nightmare BandNolan Potter (photo credit: Save the Castle face), Progressive Rock is screaming out for
bands to bring young audiences into the genre, and this Austin TX ensemble may be the one to do the trick. Launched by Castle Face Records (owned by Thee Oh Sees founder John Dwyer), the debut album Nightmare Forever is a wild player, the kind of thing King Gizzard and The Wizard Lizard might happen if someone ordered them to create a prog
album, it's part Pink Floyd, part Mahavishnu Orchestra, part time spent in surgery across all the fun and cool, undoubtedly. Spotify Thailand, YouTubeAmyl and The Sniffers (Photo credit: Jamie Wdziekonski) like a juvenile punk series with all the favorite sisters, Trump out front, Amyl and Sniffers are snotty in the way that the Action of Aussie Punk is meant to
be, adrenalised. and wild and fully without polishing. They're in trouble, and they know better for the perfection of all the beer 'n'spit-soaked of the image, the real Trump card of Sniffers is singer Amy Taylor, whose gift for memorable chorus is second only to her specialty on stage. She is a true force of nature, and while the album debuts its own name, the
band may not have lived up to it. They have momentum - and the best wishes of the audience - to ensure that the future looks bright, Facebook - Spotify | Last year's Celebrity Mansions album was the first fruit of the new set - Single Back Foot is one of the songs of 2019 - and while it's completely out of step with so many other things going on, it's slick, it's
full of giant music and it's more fun than derby demolition clown cars. On the ice, do you think grunge is meant to suffer? Spotify Thailand YouTubeBishop Gunn (Photo credit: Anthony Scarlati) Hail from Natchez, Mississippi, Bishop Gunn is yet another band to pick up a big rock baton in the South and run with it. Natchez's album debut has given them an
expansive fan base across the US and brought them supporting gigs with titles like Slash and The Struts Alive, they boiled with confidence frontman Travis McCready is clearly a star with a voice that can be made spiritually and sweet, and any band that can cover Led Zeppelin and The Beatles in the same series (what is and what shouldn't be and Hey Jude,
as you ask) must be quite sure in its own material. It's not guaranteed: What you'd like to fit Lynyrd Skynyrd's best and Shine could be otis redding music that's gone while most bands get through their careers without writing anything as iconic as the ghost, back to the gospel of Alabama. Facebook | YouTubeSleep token (image credit: Spinefarm record), one
possible answer to the question of what rock music will look like in the future? The mystery sleep token began dripping food, their debut album Sundowning last summer, finally releasing a full package in November. At the time, they sold London's Underworld (the band's upcoming days were much larger than the Islington Assembly Hall, the day sold out in a
few minutes), but one question remained: With the band's nameless masked singers not doing interviews and their music, it raises more questions than answers. The song is prompted by the kind of electronic crash favoured by pop stars James Blake and Sam Smith (there's even a conspiracy theory that ships – the mysterious front of the band – as Sam
Smith's character in disguise), with plenty of fine-cloaking vocals. The difference comes with djent-like riffs that come down to sound, either way, the band's truly emotional music gives them a fully committed fan base. Confused, we suspect that's a good idea. Spotify Thailand YouTubeChurch of the Skull Universe (Photo credit: Church of the Skull Universe)
For a short time in 2017, it looks like a Nottingham rocker. Cosmic Skull may be a big next year, but we still believe it could happen. Dressed all in white like some kind of apocalypse-based Midlands you might be forgiven for thinking they all live together, gleefully luring and sacrificing small pets, and Hale, maybe they do. They also communicate superbly,
just like anyone who finishes Stage 1 of Ascension Psychic To Humanity can attest (you'll need to pre-order a third album, everyone will die to find that meaning), and in a world where marketing is important. In the past, they were somewhat stymied by lo-fi production, but a lovely new album marked the spot near the point where the Beatles collided with
some Lizzy, colliding with the Queen, colliding with the Queen of the Stone Age, colliding with a Jump-era Van Halen, colliding with something dark and mysterious, yet bright and relaxed. It's hard to explain clearly. Spotify Thailand YouTubeFantastic Negrito (photo credit: cooking vinyl), the last time we saw Wonderful Negrito live, he managed to break the
fight in the audience by using the power of music literally into the faces of the protagonists to sing to them about the ultimate futility of their struggles. In someone else's hands, this method would be a recipe for humiliation, but Negrito - Xavier Dphrepaulezz with his parents - spilled charisma from all the pores and he made it seem the most natural thing in the
world. Two albums in, a former drug dealer, farmer and coma survivor are on a solo mission to save blue lives, transformed into a 21 century art prompted as much by West Coast hip-hop as it was by the traditional music of the Mississippi Delta. It's a wonderful soul, fiercely political, surprisingly funny and sexy as sex, Facebook Page , Spotify | YouTube
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